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The Magic that is
Miserden

Garden of the Year
Miserden, Gloucestershire
he winner of the Historic Houses/Christie’s “Garden of the Year
2018” Award was Miserden, in the Cotswolds, Gloucestershire.
This prestigious national award has been running since 1984. This
year’s champion facility was visited by the Fruiterers’, as is their
custom, for a tree planting and conducted tour of the gardens.
On arrival we were warmly greeted by Mr Nicholas Wills, the
current proprietor who moved in during 2016, and his father Major
Tom Wills. They invited us to enjoy a most welcome cup of coffee in
their beautiful family home.
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A Medlar planted in the Garden at
Miserden with the assistance
of Nicholas and Major Tom Wills

Nicholas Wills chats to Susan
Handy and Jack Henley

Prior to the planned tree planting, Nicholas gave a most
interesting account of his family’s long connection with this historic
house and garden. The 3,000 acre estate which is divided into grass,
arable and forestry was acquired by his forebears in 1913. A formal
garden was designed in the 17th century and commands spectacular
views over a deer park and the rolling Cotswold Hills. Some of the
topiary was designed by Sir Edward Lutyens. Herbaceous Borders
within the walled Garden are said to be some of the longest in private
ownership. Miserden has been described as a family home embedded in the local community with the owners very much hands on.
Following refreshment and the introduction a short walk brought
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Garden of the Year – continued

us to a carefully chosen area of the garden
which was the ideal location for our Master,
John Warner, ably assisted by our hosts, to
plant the Medlar Tree.
With the exhausting work completed,
(even Major Tom’s Labrador who had
entered into the spirit of the occasion
appeared a little weary), and before sitting
down for lunch there was time to relax in

what has been quoted as being one of the
ten most romantic gardens in the world –
and participate in some light sustenance!!
During the tasty lunch which followed,
Past Master David Hohnen thanked
Nicholas and Major Tom Wills for the warm
welcome which they had extended to the
Fruiterers Company.
The visit concluded with a walk through

Fruiterers at Miserden

the garden led by Major Wills who explained
how the garden had evolved.

The Master and Wardens’ Dinner at Barber-Surgeons’ Hall

The Master with our principal guest
Commissioner Ian Dyson

here is always an air of relaxation
overlaying the traditional formality at
the Master and Wardens’ Dinner. Perhaps,
it is because it is the Master’s last company dinner in the year – his final swansong
being the St Paul’s Day lunch, or, perhaps,
it is because we hold this dinner in the
Barber-Surgeons Hall, which has become
a sort of home for us. This year was no
exception and the Master had enhanced
the occasion by inviting as his guests a
good number of Masters of other Livery
Companies. There was some debate
about what is the correct collective noun
for a group of Masters. Some rather liked
the term a Mystery of Masters, as all we
ancient companies were called Mysteries
in the thirteenth century. Thinking that
there was very little mysterious about the
cheerful Masters at the dinner, the preference was for a Pride of Masters, proud
as they are of their own companies. The
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James Smith, one of our Nuffield Scholars

Pride that evening consisted of the Masters
of the Wax Chandlers, the Cooks, the
Gold and Silver Wire Drawers, the Environmental Cleaners, the Immediate Past
Master of the Carmen and, of course, our
own Master. We were honoured to have
with us as guests of the company the
Commissioner of the City of London Police,
Ian Dyson QPM, and the two recently
retired Sheriffs, Alderman Timothy Hailes
and Neil Redcliffe JP. It is a tradition that
we invite to this dinner each year, the
Sheriffs whose year of office has finished
in September. And so it was a great
pleasure that both were able to join us.
It was a joy to welcome at the dinner
two newly clothed Liverymen, James
Simpson and Anthony Upward, and four
new Freeman, Stuart Ross, by redemption, and Anthony Clark, Adrian Olins and
Benjamin Olins by servitude – having
completed their apprenticeships. It was
also very good to see the Honorary Fruit
Porter, Jim Huddart. Jim recently officiated at the Presentation of Fruit to the
Lord Mayor. He puts all the Past Masters
to shame as it is he, and he alone, who
knows his lines by heart!
James Smith, a fruit grower from Kent,
spoke about his experiences as one of our
Nuffield scholars. His dissertation on
‘Realising the potential of English Apples
and Pears’ should be required reading for
all our fruit industry Liverymen. The Master
spoke, eloquently as always, about the
company and to introduce our guests,
followed by our principal speaker, Ian
Dyson. ‘Seventy percent of crime is cyber
crime’. These were the salutary words with
which he started his speech. It was the
most thought provoking speech given to
the Fruiterers in many years. The City
Police have a unique importance in the
defence against cyber crime: they are the
national centre of reporting and intelligence for all the police forces of the
Country. The other statistics given in the
Commissioner’s speech were equally
sobering: there were 5.8 million reported
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Our Master & Wardens

cyber offences in 2017 and sixty percent
of businesses that suffer a cyber crime are
attacked again the following year. As the
use of cards and internet transactions
grows, so does the potential for increases
in attacks. These crimes are not much
committed by an anti-social nerd with a
PC in his bedroom, as is the popular
image; they are largely committed by
highly technical and sophisticated ‘cyber
fraud factories’, often situated abroad.
Unfortunately, many individuals and
organisations are very slack about basic
IT protection. Fortunately, the image of
‘PC Plod’ (the Commissioner’s own words)
lagging behind the criminals is incorrect.
The Police have sophisticated technology
and technicians and are making successful convictions. Ian Dyson is only the
fifteenth Commissioner, since the City
Police were founded in 1839. What a
change in the nature of crime, the City
has seen in the 180 years since then.
Refreshment was needed after this
most interesting speech, so we were all
most grateful that the
Master invited us to
take a stirrup cup.
Piece
provided by
Past Master
Steve
Bodger
A super
bowl of fruit

Honorary Archivist
Cuthbert Grasemann, MA – Master 1942
ast Master Cuthbert Grasemann MA,
was for many years the public relations
and advertising officer of the old Southern
Railway and subsequently of the Southern
Region of the Railway Executive of British
Railways.
Educated at Rugby and Trinity College,
Cambridge, Grasemann entered the service
of the Railway in 1912, succeeding John
Elliot (later Sir John Elliot) as P.R.O. in 1930.
Bringing to his work a lively imagination and
a tireless energy “C. G.” as he was universally known, quickly made the P.R.O. again
a necessary and acceptable part of the
organisation. He also had a wide knowledge
and appreciation of art and was one of the
pioneers of having high standard pictures,
painted by first class artists, made into
posters, at the same time encouraging new
and unknown artists in this field.
Outside railways his great interest was in
the sea and little boats. He was one of the
oldest members of the Royal Cruising Club
and for many years honorary steward of the
club. He was an indefatigable member of
the general purposes committee of the Royal
Yachting Association; was commodore of
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the Cambridge University Cruising Club and
at one time rear commodore of the Royal
Motor Yacht Club; and he was chosen as the
British delegate to the Union of International
Motor Boating. Honorary secretary of the
“International off Shore Power Boat Racing”,
being remembered by the “Cuthbert Grasemann” Memorial trophy. He was also trustee
of the Harmsworth Trophy
In the City of London where he worked
for the greater part of his active life he took
deep interest in its social fabric. He was a
liveryman of the Fruiterers’ Company and
served as Master in 1942. His work however,
brought him into close contact with Fleet
Street and newspaper men where he took
an active part in the newly founded Company of Newspaper Makers. On the fusion of
that guild with the ancient Company of
Stationers, he took up with the livery of
Stationers and Newspaper Makers where in
1956 he was elected Master for the ensuing
year.
At the time of his death in 1961 he was
chairman of the Stationers’ Company
School and was one of the governors of the
Twickenham Technical College.

Presentation of
Fruit to Lord Mayor

Our picture records the Master Cuthbert
Grasemann handing a cheque for charitable
causes to the Lord Mayor during the annual
ceremony of Presentation of Fruit to the
Lord Mayor in 1942.
Cuthbert Grasemann was related to the
Eiloart family, four members of whom were
Past Masters of the Worshipful Company of
Fruiterers with Ferdinand Eiloart serving as
Master on two occasions. Most interestingly,
a distant cousin Liveryman Ian Eiloart
remains a member of the company to this
day.
Source: The Times Digital Archives - 8th
August 1961 together with past livery lists
and records.

Election of the
Lord Mayor
ruiterers led by our Master were at Common
Hall, Guildhall, on Oct 1 with other
Liverymen to vote Alderman Peter Kenneth Estlin,
International Banker, as the next Lord Mayor Elect
of the City of London. Two other Aldermanic
Candidates stood in the election. Lunch was taken
after in the Stationers Hall.
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The Lord Mayor Elect, Alderman Peter Estlin

Fruiterers at the
Election of The Lord Mayor

Lord Mayor’s Show
eter Estlin was paraded as the 691st Lord Mayor of
the City of London on Saturday 10th November in
a pageant that has its roots extending back 800 years.
In 2018 the Procession, commonly entitled ‘The Lord
Mayor’s Show’ was over three miles in length, involved
over 140 floats, 7,000 people and 200 horses. The
weather was perfect; sunshine, a touch crisp but blue
skies prevailed. Always popular with families, spectators
were treated to some wonderful displays of military
precision, innovative displays, delightful music all laced
with a great sense of fun.
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The Lord Mayor prepares to enter the
Golden Coach

God Speed
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City Perspective
helping recovery. Monetary
policy became the shock
absorber, both in the UK and
globally: interest rates were
cut to rock bottom levels; and
there was “quantitative easing”.
This largely involved the central bank printing money by
pumping huge amounts into the economy and financial markets.
The Bank of England, for instance, bought government and
corporate bonds. Currently its asset purchases via quantitative
easing stand at a massive £485 billion of government bonds and
£10 billion of corporate bonds.
One of the big challenges is that if easy monetary policy was so
instrumental in turning the UK and global economy around, what
happens when it returns to normal? Central banks need to be
mindful of the impact their policies will have on financial markets
and the economy as they withdraw their stimulus.
Policy normalisation has been ongoing for four years in the US.
While this has involved higher rates, this tightening has been
gradual and predictable. But as we have seen in recent months, it
is now taking its toll on financial markets. The US stock market has
fallen sharply and government borrowing rates risen.
Here in the UK, meanwhile, policy tightening has been
progressing for about a year. While interest rates have only risen
marginally, there has been additional tightening through the ending
of lending schemes and also through a further tightening of bank
capital requirements. The net effect is that rates have not risen
enough for savers to notice but the combination of policies may
be enough to account for the recent slowing in the UK economy.
In the third quarter (July to September) the UK grew strongly
but it slowed during the quarter. Early data from the fourth quarter
shows sluggish retail sales and weak monetary growth.
As we look to 2019 there will be many different factors
impacting the economic outlook. Current inflation of 2.4% should
decelerate to its 2% target. The recent Budget provided a stimulus.
Solid jobs growth and rising wages may boost consumer spending
while the competitive pound may help export growth. Greater
certainty about what lies ahead after Brexit may also provide a
bounce in investment plans. But above all, it is important not to
overlook the vital role monetary policy has played in recovery and
thus its importance in shaping the pace of growth ahead. The Bank
of England needs to tread carefully, both in raising interest rates
and in tightening other areas of policy. Gradualism is key.

n the wake of the 2008 global financial crisis, all the stops had to
be pulled out to prevent the world economy slumping even
further than it did. However, this did not prevent the 2009 global
recession but there has been a steady recovery since.
The UK’s economic recovery has been lengthy, but weak, with
low wages, productivity and investment, even prior to the 2016
Referendum. On the positive side, there has been record levels of
employment but only recently has wage growth started to pick-up.
In the US, too, the recovery has been lengthy and recently has been
strong, helped by President Trump’s tax cuts. Meanwhile in the euro
area, recovery has been disappointing and after hitting a recession
in 2012-13 there has been a slow pick-up, with Germany and
Northern Europe in far better shape than the rest. But this year,
euro growth has been disappointing.
In looking ahead it is vital to appreciate how important monetary
policy – the setting of interest rates and the printing of money by
central banks like the Bank of England – has been in what has
happened over the last decade.
Huge amounts of tax payers’ money were used to bail out the
banks following the 2008 crisis. Sorting out the financial sector
then became one of the central planks of global policy. The US was
ahead of the game in cleaning up bank balance sheets and the
Europeans some way behind. Indeed their financial system still has
a fragile feel to it. In the UK, meanwhile, solid advances have been
made. The banks here appear in far better shape.
One way to picture this is a pendulum, where before the global
crisis, it was at one extreme – regulation was too light – but it has
now swung to the other extreme, too heavy. Pendulums, naturally,
have to settle in the middle. Current regulation has made the banks
safer in the sense of having more capital and liquidity and thus
being better positioned to withstand another crisis. Regular stress
tests suggest that will be the case.
But the worry is that regulations have incentivised banks to buy
government debt and to lend to the property sector but have not
encouraged them to lend to small and medium sized firms across
the economy. This may have been a factor constraining the pace
of recovery.
In turn, we have seen different schemes to boost UK lending,
such as Funding for Lending and Term Lending Schemes. Trouble
is, over the last year these schemes have ended as monetary policy
has been tightened. There has also been a small increase in rates
to 0.75% and a tightening in bank capital requirements, potentially
constraining their ability to lend.
In addition to sorting out the banks, it was the pumping of
money into the system over the last decade that did the trick,
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Piece provided by Liveryman Dr Gerard Lyons
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View from Overseas
Indonesia – a top five economy
we probably know little about
here is a lot of talk about the exciting
opportunities for British products and
services in a post-Brexit world, outside of the
EU and often in Asia. This applies, not least,
to the agricultural and horticultural sectors,
as we look to embrace life after the Common
Agricultural Policy and develop our own UK
specific way of managing the agri-food sector.
Most people now know the number of
Asian consumers is set to grow by around
1.5 billion over the next generation, and
economic growth is also set to be strong.
The key driver of this is a combination of
strong demographics, robust macro fundamentals and greater trade integration with
the rest of the world. Government policies
across the region are often aimed at reform
in the key areas of economic and trade
policy.
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Right place, right time
While the opportunity in Asia is clear, picking
the right market, at the right time, across
such a diverse region is still a major
challenge. The following pointers provide
some guidance;
l Is there a large, growing population that
is increasingly wealthy?
l Is the economy strong per se?
l Is there a history of needing (or wanting)
to import? Not just in horticulture, but
across the agri-food sector per se
l How strong (or not) are the tariff and non
tariff barriers to entry?
l Is there a rapidly developing retail and
foodservice market?
All of the above factors are typical of
Indonesia.
What do we know about Indonesia?
With a population of over 260 million, of
which 50% is aged between 5-34, a fastgrowing middle class estimated to be in the
region of 40 million already, per capita
income of over US$11,000 (when adjusted
by purchasing power parity), robust
economic growth of some 5% per annum,
the attraction of Indonesia starts to become
clear.
The retail structure is still dominated by
traditional outlets, but modern supermarkets
are becoming more influential with the like
of Carrefour, Giant, Lotte Mart, Spar, Aeon,
Circle K, Lawsons, Family Mart and GS

Supermarket (a Korean chain) all present.
Hypermarkets, supermarkets, convenience shops and minimarkets are all present
especially in the Indonesian capital, Jakarta
and other major urban centres.
Production, imports and the role of
government
Local horticultural production is in the
region of 18 million tonnes per annum.
This production is dominated by crops
such as bananas (almost 50% of the total),
as well as other products, such as mango,
papaya, citrus and then more local items,
such as dragon fruit, rambutan and durian.
“However, based on our knowledge, the
overall small scale structure of Indonesian
production struggles to compete with
imported fruit, on both price and quality.
This is linked to the often poorly developed
physical infrastructure in terms of cool
stores, handling/packaging and distribution.
Distribution in particular is a major
challenge, because Indonesia is made up of
thousands of islands, although 60% of the
population live on Java alone.
This sees the import market well supplied
by the likes of the US, Australia, South
Africa, Argentina, China and Thailand.
China and Thailand obviously enjoy a
degree of geographic proximity and the US
and southern hemisphere suppliers have
been quick to spot the opportunity and
develop commercial links in to the Indonesian market. And, of course, they deliver
good quality products.
Around 150,000 tonnes of apples are
imported per annum, and another 120,000
tonnes of pears, along with other products
such as citrus and grapes. This is despite
the Indonesian government’s support and
incentives for horticultural producers, and at
times, open manipulation of non-tariff
barriers which can restrict imports at certain
times of the year.
Produce or agri-tech?
Based on market experience, it seems
unlikely that the UK will be exporting huge
volumes of produce to Indonesia, but some
niche market opportunities will clearly exist.
Where, however, the UK might be able to
see more success is in the provision of
technical skills and educational training
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The notorious Durian fruit

services, an area in which we are inherently
strong.
This is all part of an estimated US$ 400
billion global ‘agri-tech’ market covering the
need to find solutions to complex challenges surrounding the need for more
‘resilience’ in the supply chain, use of water,
climate change, the environment, labour
and the opportunities brought about by the

Rambutans

move towards a digital economy. These
sorts of issues are all beginning to impact
on Indonesia.
This is a strength for the UK, as not least
our supermarkets have demanded that
produce companies are well resourced in
these areas in the drive to develop highly
efficient supply chains. And this is where
countries such as Indonesia are eventually
heading.
In the global top five?
Indonesia has seen an economic growth
rate over the last 10 years only trailing
behind Turkey, India and China in the G20’s
major economies.
It’s already the fourth largest economy in
Asia, behind China, Japan and South Korea.
And by 2050, it’s predicted that it will be the
fourth largest in the world. A tremendous
opportunity exists.
Piece provided by
Liveryman John Giles

FROM ORCHARD TO MARKET
TOP FRUIT NEWS
he English apple crop is far larger than
was forecast at the outset of August.
But cooler weather and rain provided ideal
conditions for good growth in September
which has resulted in the dessert crop
showing an increase of 27% over 2017.
Braeburn has been the variety benefitting
most where the current tally is over 26,000
tonnes up from 11,500 tonnes last year.
Gala stands at 71,000, an increase of 20%.
Encouragingly Bramley has had a good
year notching up a 28% rise in tonnage
terms. After a disappointing 2017 the new
varieties have also registered a 10% recovery but this is mainly on the back of new
plantings and last year’s low crop.
Most individuals in the top fruit business
are surprised by the figures particularly after
the cool, damp spring and exceptionally hot
summer. A similar situation prevails in
Europe where at 12.3m tonnes the crop
has been described as “large”. There is
some consternation in Poland where the
government has felt it necessary to introduce measures to remove 11% of the crop
for processing from the market place.
In effect, this has been described as an
intervention scheme. The aim is to give the
Polish apple growers an income.
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Jazz voted favourite apple at the
National Fruit Show

Back on home territory, this year’s UK
apple quality has been described with the
use of superlatives. According to those close
to the action sugars, texture, colour, taste
and skin finish are exemplary. One burning
question remains, how will the fruit stand
up in cold storage? Well is the answer, if the

The Bramley crop is
heavier this year

available analysis of the flesh proves accurate.
Despite the glowing prospects several
negative factors have emerged. It started
with a substantial hangover of southern
hemisphere apples at the commencement
of the European season. Many of these
were of indifferent quality and small in size,
finding their way to the UK market. They
acted as a depressant on the price structure
which has resulted in values for fresh
domestic English apples being down by a
minimum of 5%. Even more threatening is
the price of apple juice which has declined
by a staggering 60% since last autumn.
Apple juice stocks for cider are very high
and there is virtually no market for pear
juice. With an inadequacy of bins and
retention capacity in certain areas of the
country, some growers have been forced
into selling apples which have become
mature, at low prices. Cox which used to be
the jewel in the crown of the English apple
crop is losing favour amongst consumers.
The variety’s problems has been exacerbated this season with no promotions being
mounted. There has been a lot of cheap
Gala from European sources
deposited on the domestic
market. This may be the
result of a hydraulic effect
from the large Polish
crop. Despite these doom
and gloom influences,
our correspondent reports that there are indications that the situation
is beginning to improve.
The UK top fruit’s
major
worry
is
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whether it will be able to secure adequate
seasonal labour from other countries to
harvest the crop post Brexit. It has been
estimated by the NFU that British horticulture will require 90,000 seasonal workers

British pear production is down by 1%

by 2021,clearly well exceeding the 2,500
that the government has made provision
for through a new seasonal workers
scheme. Although mechanisation and
intelligent robotics will be
introduced for harvesting apples in the future,
such machinery will be
expensive and requires
trees that are grown on suitable rootstocks and formats.
We are still a long way off.
Piece prepared after
an interview with
Adrian Barlow, a
previous Chairman
of English Apples
and Pears
Cox losing favour
with consumers

VIEW

FROM THE
HIGH STREET

n early October the UK’s largest grocer,
Tesco, announced that it was intending to
remove ‘best by’ labels from even more of its
fresh fruit and vegetable lines. Consumer
research has found this information confusing
and can potentially lead to perfectly safe and
edible food being dumped unnecessarily. The
latest move saw labels removed from own
brand apples, oranges, cabbages and
asparagus. Compulsory “use by” labels have
to be put on foods such as meat, fish, eggs

requiring one but we charge and the utilisation
has shrunk dramatically”, he asserts. On the
UK’s exit from the EU he foresees little
interruption to supplies of top quality produce
from Europe or oversees. When asked which
export nation of fresh fruit and vegetables is
going to ignore a market of 65 million plus,
relatively affluent consumers, or indeed can
afford to, his response was “none”. The fresh
produce industry has always found mechanisms for circumnavigating bureaucracy
without breaking the law and will continue to
do so. “People need to eat and demand
choice and will ensure that it is maintained”.
His biggest concern currently was the sluggish
market and oversupply on certain lines which
was making the trade more difficult. He
confirmed that the hangover of southern
hemisphere apple supplies into the European
season had had serious consequences for
English producers and the reputation of
trademark varieties such as Pink Lady and
Jazz. Quality of English fruit was good but
prices were low. The only beacon in his view
at the time of the interview was Egremont
Russet, which was maintaining its value. The
general opinion of most traders has been that
the Spanish commenced their citrus campaign too early and the quality, certainly of soft
citrus, left much to be desired. It had been a
difficult northern hemisphere grape season
and early shipments from south of the
Equator were mixed.
Meanwhile still on the plastic front ALDI
announced that it was introducing clear, recyclable packaging for selected fresh produce
lines in a move that will save an estimated 265
tonnes of plastic per year.
Figures released by Kantar Worldwide for
the British Supermarket sector’s sales and
growth for the 12 weeks to the 4 November
make interesting reading. The discounters,
principally Aldi and Lidl, continue to make
ground. Between them they attracted an
additional 14 million shoppers both making
impressive gains in turnover and market
share. Of the ‘Big Four’ Asda returned the
most impressive figures.
Being Fruiterers, we shouldn’t forget the
humble Pumpkin. A dry, hot summer resulted
in a crop of smaller sized fruit but
consumers spent 24% more on this
Halloween favourite than last year;
the supermarket till receipts recording £7m at retail. How much was
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Asda was the best performer of ‘big four’
over last quarter

and dairy products that carry a safety risk if
eaten after that date. But the best before dates
put on fruit and vegetables are largely a quality
indication to show that although they may no
longer be at their best, they are still safe to
consume. WRAP, the government’s waste
advisory service estimates that £13bn of edible
food is binned from domestic circumstances
on an annual basis while another £3bn is
dumped from the hospitality and food service
sector. In September Tesco was among major
supermarkets and manufacturers signing up
to efforts to drive down the food waste
mountain by committing to halving waste
from “farm to fork” by 2030. All very laudable
aspirations particularly when linked to the
determination to reduce plastic at retail level.
Chatting to our independent retail greengrocer, who incidentally has very few problems
with wastage, (virtually zero), he reported a
general upsurge in interest and opinion
amongst his customers on the subject of
plastic materials. As a consequence, where
most of his produce is free flow and brown
bags have always been readily available, that
is being underscored by the introduction of
paper carry bags. “We still maintain
a stock of plastic carry bags
for
any
customer
Egremont Russet
maintaining its price
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Aldi & Lidl continue to make most
growth in sector

wasted and how much was subsequently converted to soup or pies? Now there’s a thought.

The Malvern Show
or a number
of
years,
Liverymen Drs
Graham & Rosemary
Collier
have represented the Fruiterers
at the Malvern
Autumn Show.
They have been
assisted by Past
Master
Peter
Cooper
and
other members
Mattias Pihlwret
of the Livery and
receives his trophy
this year by
from the Master
our Master and
Mavis Warner and Upper Warden, Cheryl
Roux. It is a significant agricultural event
with strong representations of locally
grown top fruit, fruit and vegetables. For
two years Graham has organised a ‘most
popular Perry competition’ where samples
of this alcoholic pear beverage are blind
tasted and scored at the Fruiterers’ Stand.
The competitor adjudged with the highest
score receives a Company Award. The
winner this year was Mattias Pihlwret.
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Fruiterers on their Stand

recall that when I was working I was involved
in the transformation from the very grim High
Security Prison (featured in many TV and film
shows including Porridge) to a most
welcoming hotel.
We were, I am relieved to say, all “released
from the prison” and the next day we started
with a visit to a local vineyard, Daws Hill.
Here we were given a very extensive tour and
a tasting of their various vintages and types
of wine, all sparkling. I had visited this vineyard before and sampled their wines over the
Band of the Royal Yeomanry at Guildhall

his will be my last “Reflections” so I hope
you will allow me to indulge in a little
nostalgia!
As Master it is especially pleasing to award
Student Prizes and, at the Fruit Focus I
presented such a prize, sponsored by Berry
Gardens. The worthy recipient was Jed
Knaggs who gained his award for his dissertation examining the effect of temperature
and photoperiod on the yield of June-bearing
strawberries under LED lighting for out-ofseason production. We all believe that Jed,
has a great future in the Industry.
Apart from presenting awards, of which
more later, my time has been more than filled
by what I call an Ambassadorial Role.
Together with the Masters of other Livery
Companies. I have been invited to many
diverse events. One such was to listen to the
Band of the London Scottish Regiment in
their Drill Hall and the Band of the Royal
Yeomanry in Guildhall Yard.
Then it was my turn to receive rather than
give! At a Dinner hosted by the Worshipful
Company of Basketmakers I was presented
with an Apple Cobb – a traditional apple
gathering basket – which now sits proudly in
our Parlour.
This was to signal the start of a move from
ceremonial events back to more fruit orientated occasions.
As many of you know, one of our most
popular fellowship events is the “Master’s
Weekend” held in a location special to him or
her.
This year I chose Oxford and the Chilterns.
We started out having lunch in ‘Cell Five’ of
what used to be Oxford Prison, which now
houses a Malmaison Hotel. Some of you may
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A Blenheim Orange planted at the
Sir Charles Napier

years and can vouch for the rapid
improvement they have made in their quality.
A part of the wider fruit industry that is
expanding throughout the land!
Then on to the tree planting! My choice of
venue this year was The Sir Charles Napier.
PM Sibley, as always, selected a variety that
had a connection to the venue,
and, because we were in Oxfordshire, a Blenheim Orange apple
variety was chosen.
With a huge sigh of relief,
we, in common with the City
Livery Companies paused
for breath in August.
However, we decided to
take a break in Guernsey,
where I was delighted to meet
Past Master Mike Tanguy and
his charming wife Elizabeth.
Mavis and I returned from
Guernsey ready to resume
our duties and were immediately “on parade” with a visit to
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Master in Guernsey with Past Master, Jurat
Mike Tanguy (L) and the Island’s Bailiff (C)

the Royal Hospital, Chelsea. On 1st
September we attended a Drum Head
Service to commemorate the start of the
“Last 100 Days Campaign” which, in turn led
to the conclusion of the First World War.
Then to Miserden for the tree planting at
the Historic Houses/Christies Garden of the
Year. We were welcomed by Nicholas Wills
and his father Major Tom Wills. They had
chosen a Medlar tree, again supplied by Past
Master Will Sibley, and this was planted with
due ceremony accompanied by Major Tom’s
recently acquired Labrador. (Page 1)
I was then privileged to attend the All-Party
Cider Group meeting on the terrace of the
House of Commons. It struck me as odd that
at the meeting in one breath cider producers
were being castigated for not using home
grown cider apples and in the next there was
promotion of various flavoured fruit “ciders”.
Obviously, I, as an Engineer, do not understand anything!
I then went to Antwerp with my wife’s
Company, the Worshipful Company
of Makers of Playing Cards, to
visit the largest manufacturer of
playing cards in the world –
only mentioned here as
they have a special range
of cards for magicians
such as our very own Clerk!
Then to the Malvern
Autumn Show where
Liveryman Graham Collier
had organised the Fruiterers
in his normal efficient way to
put on the Peoples’ Choice
Perry Competition, won this
Master & Mavis at the
Royal Hospital Chelsea

year by Mattias Pihlwret. (Page 7)
Next, we were summoned back to the City
to attend Common Hall at Guildhall to elect
the new Lord Mayor. (Page 3). This is an
ancient ceremony that all Liverymen should
attend and is, of course, followed by a lunch!
I firmly believe that we, as a Company
should have our own Common Hall where the
incoming Master can set out the programme
for the year together with reports from the
Chairmen of the various Committees and
Council, Common Hall is, I believe, required
by our Charter and is mentioned in the Green
Book as being held every year but I have been
outvoted on this but if you agree with me
please let the Court know. It could easily be
accommodated in St Paul’s Day if enough of
you demand it!

Southwell Bramley Festival

Perhaps one of the most important events
we have attended was the opening by Helen
Whately M.P. of the ground-breaking longterm research project, Apples in a Warmer
World. This research is being undertaken by
Reading University at the National Fruit
Collection, Brogdale. Begun three years ago,
it is only now that the trees are deemed to be
well enough established for the project to be
officially opened. Despite this apparent delay,
very valuable data has already been collected.
Other research we continue to support is
by Dr Michelle Fountain at NIAB EMR. She is
in the final year of her quest to seek parasitoids of Drosophila susukii (SWD) as a means
of controlling this invasive and very damaging
pest of fruit.
Your Awards Council has always been
eager to support young scientists and this
year has been no exception. We have, therefore, awarded two travel bursaries to NIAB
EMR students. One to Flora O’Brien to enable
her to present a poster on apple re-plant
disease at a conference in Israel and the other

to Franesco Rogai for him to
undertake a two-day study visit to
the laboratories of an Italian
research institute, The Edmund Mach Foundation, to exchange expertise on the control of
SWD by parasitoids as mentioned above.
The Company is also a great supporter of
the Nuffield Farming Scholarships Trust. In
this current year we are sharing the sponsorship of Richard Harrison with the Worshipful
Company of Gardeners. His subject will be
“Where next for soft fruit in the UK?
Addressing the yield gap and providing a path
to 500 t/ha”.
Those of you who came to the Master &
Wardens’ Dinner, (Page 2), will have heard the
brilliant presentation made, without notes, by
James Smith. He demonstrated how well
spent our money is when we direct it
accurately. Our thanks are due to the Awards
Council who ensure that not a single penny is
wasted. To this end it is important to
recognise that we will NOT be awarding a
Nuffield Scholarship this year as no suitable
candidate has been put forward.
Another apple related event that I attended
was the 25th Bramley Apple Festival held in
Southwell Minster and other locations in the
town. I was honoured to be asked to open this
Festival by one of our own Liverymen Roger
Merryweather, great-great-grandson of Henry
Merryweather. Henry was the nurseryman who
propagated the original sapling. Much like the
World Marmalade Festival in Penrith, the
whole town has taken this Festival to heart
with brilliantly conceived window displays.
Next in the diary was the National Fruit
Show held at the Kent County Show Ground,
Detling where I had the privilege of making
several awards. (Page 11).
Following on from the National Fruit Show
we went to Mansion House where I presented
to the Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress our
ancient dues in the form of “no more than
bushels twelve” of fruit, (Page 12). At that
same ceremony the Company donated
cheques to the Lord Mayor’s Appeal and to
the Mansion House Scholarship Scheme.
One of our stated objectives is to support the
Lord Mayor and the City.
Then came what has been, perhaps, the
most important contribution that I, or,
perhaps, any other Master of our Company,
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Apples in a Warmer World

could have made to raising the profile of the
Company within the City. In February 2017 I
first floated the idea that Livery Companies
should be represented at the Centenary of the
Armistice that marked the end of World War
One. I could not believe that never before had
the Livery Companies been represented at the
laying of the wreath by our Lord Mayor at the
City War Memorial outside the Royal
Exchange. To this end, and with much “huffing
and puffing”, I obtained the permission and
support of the City for some 100 gowned
representatives of over 50 Livery Companies
to attend both the Service of Remembrance
at St Paul’s, the laying of a wreath by me on
behalf of the Livery Companies and the
applauding of the Old Comrades as they
marched past Mansion House at the end of
the ceremony. It appears that this will become
an annual event in the Livery Companies’
diaries from now on.
I am immensely proud that we, the
Fruiterers, are in the forefront of events such
as these within the City, we have always
“punched above our weight” in everything
within the City and long may we do so.
Thanks to every one of you who has
supported Mavis and me in the year gone by
– so fast that we have hardly drawn breath!
At the start of my year I said that my motto
would be “Fruit, Fellowship and Fun”.
Hopefully I have gone someway to achieving
these aims.

The Master lays a wreath at the
Royal Exchange

Soft and Stone Fruit
BERRIES and CURRANTS
there are still a lot of customers who have yet
he last four months have been described
to buy into the fruit.
as “challenging” by personnel closely and
Peaks of Blackberry production were
intimately associated with the growing and
more compressed than text book and
marketing of Strawberries. Britain
there was nothing massively
experienced the longest heatexciting about the top line
wave for 40 years with record
figures. Volume was static
temperatures in many areas.
year-on-year but there is an
This abnormal climatic
opportunity to grow sales. It
situation posed serious
requires the general availquestions for growers and
ability of superior variretailers alike. There were
eties. Dark fruits are
tremendous peaks of fruit well
generally perceived
above what the retail and
as healthy by the
wholesale market could sell and as
consuming
a result the industry experiGooseberry marketing
public
and
enced considerable wastage.
went according to plan
black berries
On a positive note the retailers
certainly fall into that category.
came up with some innovative schemes to
UK Blueberry production
manage the volumes and the new varieties
during 2018 was influenced
stood up well. At the conclusion of August all
negatively by the heat and there
involved were fatigued, including the plants.
were a lot of marketing challenges at the
During September supply shortened and with
back end with berries of a small size. This was
the mild conditions prevailing in October the
disappointing after a much larger early yield.
plants started to fruit again. The situation then
Overall the crop size was satisfactory and
progressed as is usual to glasshouse Dutch
blueberry varieties are showing improveand by mid-November Egyptian and Jordanment. Additional plantings are being
ian supply. There has been a tremendous
installed but with the up-front capital
expenditure of time and resource in recent
costs and soil requirements, as well as
years on improving the genetics of strawberry
securing labour to harvest, it is
plants, with those growers focussed
unlikely that production
on high quality replacing plants
will increase dramaticannually There have been
issues with labour shortages
ally within these shores.
but those growers with
Going forward it will
table top production and
be about size and
desirable accommodation
flavour.
for their seasonal pickers
The UK Gooseberry
fared best. It is highly unlikely
and currant marketing
that robotic or mechprogramme went to plan while
anical picking aids
Some growers
will be developed for
could not pick
strawberries in the
their strawberries
foreseeable future. It
in the peak
will remain a highly
labour intensive crop.
Serves 8-10
The seasonal results for Raspberries were
• 100g caster sugar
more encouraging. Apart from production
• 3 tbsp blood orange marmalade
being knocked back in the early stages
• 200ml blood orange juice (from 3-4
through cold weather, limited scorching and
fruit)
keeping up with the heat during the main
• Juice of 2 lemons
season, the entire crop was sold. There was a
Put the sugar in a pan with 600ml of
little more peaking than would have been
water.
Heat gently, stirring now and
regarded as ideal but overall a satisfactory
then,
until
the sugar has dissolved,
season was recorded. So called ‘top tier’
then
leave
to
cool.
varieties now account for around 15% of the
Chop
the
marmalade
and mix it with
production, driven by only one variety and
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Kiwi Berries showed a 64% increase in
production, carving out their own little niche
market.
The discounters fresh offer continues to
make an impact in the berry market and
further growth will probably be aided by new
store openings. Although the traditional
multiples are innovating and show that fresh
is still at the core of their business.
Paul Avery concluded the interview by
saying “the headline for UK berry
growers is to get the crop sold in
the summer”.
UK Blackberry volume
was static year-on-year

Piece written following
a telephone interview with
Paul Avery,
UK Sales Director,
Berry World.

Highly unlikely there will
be a widespread planting of
Blueberries in the UK

Blood Orange Granita
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the blood orange juice, lemon juice and
cooled syrup.
Pour the liquid into a shallow plastic
container and freeze for 4-5 hours, until
the edges are beginning to crystallise.
Fork the mix, freeze it for a further 4-5
hours until it is soft-frozen, and then
fork it again so that the texture of the
Granita is like slushy snow.
Return it to the freezer until you
want to serve it. Serve in small glasses.
Sarah Randell

National Fruit Show 2018
his year was the 85th Anniversary of this
very important show which began in 1933
as the Marden and District Commercial Fruit
Show, becoming the Marden Fruit Show
Society in 1960 and then relaunched in 1999
as the National Fruit Show.
Since 1992 the event has been held at the
Kent Showground, Detling where some of the
finest fruit produced in the UK is exhibited and
where the Worshipful Company of Fruiterers
annually awards medals. They are the result of
judging in three classes; most meritorious
exhibit of Dessert Apples, Culinary Apples and
Pears
There is a strong spirit of competition and
the tender loving care which is required to
produce such a high standard of awardwinning produce must not be under estimated.
For many years J A & N J Bardsley, River
Farm, Staplehurst, Kent under the watchful eye
of Mrs Annette Bardsley have consistently
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achieved success with their award-winning
entries.
This year was no exception. The same team
must again be congratulated as this year’s
recipients of the awards for the most
meritorious exhibits of Culinary Apples and
Pears. The award for the ‘Most Meritorious
display of Dessert Apple’ went to RD Apple
Growers. It should also be mentioned that Ben
Bardsley won the ‘Toy Tractor Race’ at the
dinner, the previous evening.
The fine weather over the two days of 24/25
October encouraged a strong turn-out of
Fruiterers with their families and guests.
Our Master and Renter Warden were in
attendance with Past Masters, an Honorary
Freeman, Liverymen together with an Apprentice and Journeyman. Our Company Stand
was again placed in a prominent position and
the stewards received many visitors. As part of
his duties our Master awarded our Fruit Culture

85th Anniversary of the National Fruit Show

Trust medal to Richard Fovargue and our
Management Award to Richard Castle.
Chair of the National Fruit Show, Liveryman
Sarah Calcutt, very kindly donated some of the
award-winning exhibits of apples and pears to
the Fruiterers Company. A selection from
which formed part of the ‘bushel’ presented to
the Lord Mayor.
Two doyens of
the English fruit
industry, Honorary
Freeman Roger
Worraker and Past
Master Alan Todd

WCF Fruit Culture Award
he Worshipful Company of Fruiterers’ Fruit
Culture Award is presented annually to an
individual who has made outstanding
contributions through communication and
technology transfer. For 2018 the award was
presented to Robert Fovargue by the Master
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Robert Fovargue
receives the Fruit
Culture Award

Fruiterer, at Detling. Robert has spent time on
a number of farms in the east and southeast
of the country before managing Richard
Merrick’s facility near Rye in East Sussex. When
that farm was sold Robert changed careers
and transferred his knowledge, skills and
enthusiasm to his new role as top fruit advisor
for the consultancy organisation ADAS.
Although he had particular interests in harvest
management and cherry production he was
also a dab hand at pruning. This was
demonstrated at one of the Gala Club
trials run by Roger Worraker, where he
won a prize for ‘pruning and tree
management’.
Leaving ADAS he joined Pearce
Seeds, an independent agronomy and

agricultural services company based in the
South West. Robert moved his family from
East Sussex to Somerset, where in addition to
advising fruit and cider apple growers he
established a cherry business on his own small
farm. For a number of years he acted as an
advisor to the Fruiterers’ Awards Council but
unfortunately had to step down for health
reasons.
Throughout his varied career Robert has
sought out and developed new ideas passing
them on enthusiastically to others.
The Master, in presenting the award,
expressed delight to see Robert “back on his
feet” and personal pleasure that the Fruit
Culture Award was going to such a worthy
recipient.

The Management Award
he Fruiterers’ Management Award, which
is given annually to individuals who
demonstrate progressive and innovative
management skills working within the UK
fruit industry, was presented by the Master
to Richard Castle while at the National
Fruit Show.
As the manager of Nichol Farm, at Teynam in Kent, Richard has worked closely with
the owner, Nick Moor, in transforming the
farm business and adopting novel and progressive techniques, including twin stem trees
grown in fruit walls, multi-row sprayers,
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driverless tractors and solar panels on the
fruit store roofs. Nichol is an organic farm,
recognised by one major customer, Waitrose,
as top of its league in the UK. Indeed one
customer complained that fruit from the unit
was “far too big and clean, and the colour
too good for them to possibly be organic”.
John Warner concluded the presentation
by saying “Richard, you have certainly
demonstrated progressive and innovative
management skills and are a worthy
recipient”. It gives me great pleasure to
present you with the Worshipful Company
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of Fruiterers’ Management Award!
Richard Castle is presented
with the Fruit
Management
Award

Presentation of Fruit to the Lord Mayor
An Ancient Custom
he annual ceremony undertaken by the
Fruiterers of ‘Presenting Fruit to the Lord
Mayor’ is an ancient custom that continues to
this day, albeit in a somewhat reduced format.
It is none the less important as it provides the
Fruiterers Company and the Lord Mayor with
an opportunity to fulfil their commitments laid
out in the historic charters. As most of you
know this ceremony dates back to, at least,
the 15th century and is as a result of a bargain
struck between the Fruiterers and the then Lord
Mayor who kept demanding more and more taxes
on the fruit being sold
within the City. It all got
too much so, after, we
imagine, much “debate”,
a limit on the amount
that could be demanded
was set. Nowadays, we
present fruit, (much of it
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Fruiterers and Partners Await the
Presentation

award winning fruit from the National Fruit
Show), in a silver replica porter’s basket. The
rest of our “dues” is, with the Lord Mayor’s
permission, distributed throughout the year to
homeless shelters in and around the City.
At Mansion House 0n 31 October, the
Master John Warner took great pleasure in
presenting the Lord Mayor Charles Bowman
with a magnificent selection of fruit. Mavis
Warner was also delighted to present the Lady
Mayoress, Samantha Bowman, with a fruit basket,
pictured left.
It should be noted that
the display and the fruit
basket were created by
Liveryman Peter Thomas,
who was ably assisted by the
Honorary Fruit Porter Jimmy
Huddart. It was also Jimmy’s
responsibility to make the
presentation speech. This he

Master, Renter Warden and Officers
at the Mansion House

The Lord Mayor and our Master
share a Loving Cup

did in a word perfect fashion without reference
to a crib sheet.
Following the ceremony and prior to
departure, the Lord Mayor’s most generous
hospitality was enjoyed and hugely appreciated by Past Masters, Liverymen, Officers of
the Company together with their families and
friends.
With the Company’s commitment fulfilled,
it was time for the group of forty or more to
head off to Bakers’ Hall where following our
busy morning at Mansion House, a delightful
lunch awaited us!

Our Honorary Fruit Porter
makes his speech

Your Livery Needs You!
n important responsibility of being a
Fruiterer is “To foster a spirit of good
fellowship and encourage new membership” and a gathering at The Guildhall on
Thursday 31st January 2019 provides the
perfect opportunity for you to do just that!
This is an event to which all Liverymen are
invited and is intended to be a fun and
informal opportunity for you to introduce
potential candidates to The Company. It is
hoped that the evening will provide them a
flavour of what we are about, so they may go
to consider joining our numbers.
Bolstering our numbers is key to
generating additional funds to support our
Charitable and Fruit Industry objectives, so
your attendance really is needed and will be
most welcome!
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Murray Craig, Clerk of the Chamberlains
Office, who will be well known to you all, will
host a behind the scenes tour of Guildhall with
‘Witty Anecdotes & Horrible Histories’, whilst
Past Master Sibley will extol ‘The Joys of
Becoming a Fruiterer & Our Values’. Thereafter an informal networking opportunity has
been organised nearby, where sustenance will
be provided! The cost will be just £40 per
head to include the tour, buffet and liquid
refreshments! Numbers are limited to 50
places including guests, so to register your
interest, please contact Peter McDermott
by email – peter@yougarden.com

Programme
6.30 – 6.45 pm Assemble for refreshments
and nibbles at Guildhall
6.45 – 7.00 pm Introduction to
The Fruiterers – ‘Grafter Will’ –
Past Master Will Sibley
7.00 – 7.45 pm Behind the scenes tour
of Guildhall with ‘Witty Anecdotes &
Horrible Histories’ – Murray Craig,
Clerk of the Chamberlains Office
7.45 pm Round up and thanks –
The Master (TBC)
8.00 pm Drinks & Buffet at Davy’s
At Woolgate (TBC)

Date
31st January 2019
Venue The Guildhall
Arrival 6.30pm

Kind regards, Peter McDermott,
peter@yougarden.com
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Meet the Master Elect
ur Upper Warden and Master
Elect is Cheryl Roux who was
born and educated in Zimbabwe and
then moved to South Africa in 1977,
where she lived for 12 years. It was
here that her business acumen
developed, as she established a
diversified hospitality company which
ranged from fast food outlets, through
to coffee shops and restaurants to
silver service corporate dining.
Catering for major sporting and
entertainment events were regular
engagements. In 1989 Cheryl stopped
in London for two weeks on her way
to Japan, loved the City and stayed.
One day she might make it to Japan.
In London her catering interests
further developed, setting up a
designer chocolate company which
supplied the niche market for licensed
branded chocolates. This then led to
her becoming a consultant to the high
profile end of the hospitality industry.
She was introduced as a guest to
the Worshipful Company of Fruiterers
by a close family friend, John Dunham.
Readily identifying with the charitable
aspects having previously gained experience
in that field mentoring talented young artists
assisting them promote their skills in a
business environment and currently acting
as an Ambassador for RNIB and serving as
a committee member for a number of other
charities. Cheryl became a member of the
Company in 2001. She has served on the
Membership and Communication Committee before becoming an Honorary Assistant from 2008 to 2010. Adopted seven
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years later as Renter Warden she is currently
serving as Upper Warden and is due to be
installed as Master at the St Paul’s Day

Service on 25 January, 2019.
Her family life retains links with South
Africa where her mother still lives but
she greatly enjoys the company of her
married daughter and two grandchildren who live close by.
Cheryl enjoys opera, ballet, classical
music and the arts. Her sporting
activities include sailing (Yacht skipper),
diving, skiing and adventurous travelling. A dog and horse lover, passionate
about food and wine, she is a member
of the Sloane Club, Soho House, 67
Pall Mall and the International Wine and
Food Society.
Her year will focus on the Company’s
objectives and the development of areas
in the Fruiterers’ strategy which may
have been overlooked in recent years.
Encouraging liverymen to understand
more about our role and taking part in
achieving our objectives will be a major
feature. To this end, Cheryl commends
the excellent new Company website,
created almost entirely by Past Master
Cooper, and which will be so helpful in
that process of understanding. Interesting
visits and events will, of course, also feature
throughout the year.
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Under Forties Fruit Growers
he Worshipful Company of Fruiterers’ Awards Council has agreed to part sponsor
‘2019 Under Forties Fruit Growers Conference’. This will be held in Chile between
10 – 18 February next year. Tom Christensen of Adrian Scripps, is co-ordinating the
arrangements.
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The National Cherry
& Soft Fruit Show
Presentation Dinner
our months had elapsed between the
holding of the National Cherry and Soft Fruit
Show at Detling in July and the Award
Presentation Dinner at The Granville, Canterbury
on November 13. This is an annual event, where
individuals topping the class for which they
entered at the Show, are presented with their
prizes and awards. Obviously, there is always a
strong grower contingent in the company and
The Master Fruiterer is invited to dispense the
trophies. Several Fruiterers were among the
recipients.

F

Past Master Tony Redsell receives
acknowledgement for his long service
as a Steward
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Past Master Sandys Dawes receives his Award

Gerry Edwards
n Thursday 11th October, Liveryman
Gerry Edwards was installed as Master of
the Guild of Mercers Scholars (GMS). GMS is
a Guild of the Worshipful Company of Mercers.
That same evening, at the Apothecaries’
Hall his Installation Dinner was held with
around 140 guests in attendance. The
Principal Guest was Lord Selborne and he was
accompanied by the Chief Commoner, the
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Chairman of the Mercers Company Education
Committee, Fruiterers Past Master Peter
Cooper and a number of Mercers School
Heads. His charity for the year, which was
announced at the Dinner, is THRIVE whose
aim is to enable positive changes in the lives
of disabled and disadvantaged people through
the use of gardening and horticulture.
Our Congratulations are extended to Gerry.

Gerry Edwards installed as Master of the Guild of Mercers Scholars

Honorary Assistants of the
Fruiterers getting hands on

Website & Social
Media Update!
our new website is shaping up well and is
set to become the perfect ‘shop window’
for The Fruiterers. To supplement it there are
also regular updates and snippets of information being posted on our social media
outlets – Facebook and Twitter. All this work
behind the scenes is intended to provide
additional options so you can stay connected
and up to date with your Livery wherever you
are in the world. So if you have not checked
out the new website – please do it now! And
if you have a Facebook account, type ‘The
Worshipful Company of Fruiterers’ in the
search bar and ‘Like’ it! The updates will then
appear on your feed. If you have Twitter,
please go to @fruitlivery and ‘Follow’ it, so
that you are kept fully abreast
of the messages as they are
posted!
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Honorary Assistants Get ‘Hands On’
o those who have not worked in the
fresh produce industry it is always a
wonderful experience to visit a wholesale
market during trading hours. The displays
of pristine fresh fruit and vegetables,
flowers and plants with the accompanying
kaleidoscope of colours and pervading
myriad of scents that bombard the olfactory
senses, are wonders to be cherished. For
old hands there is always a magic of
arriving for work each day to witness the
newly arrived overnight deliveries that
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need selling and distrib-uting while at their
peak of condition. Each twenty-four hour
cycle presents different challenges tempered by supply and demand and a virtual
encyclopaedia of other factors. Liveryman
Peter Thomas, who runs successful
businesses in New Spitalfields Market,
recently played host to the Upper Warden
and a group of Honorary Assistants who
came to familiarise and in certain cases
re-energise their knowledge of what
actually occurs in this cauldron of trading.

Fruiterers Christmas Cards
ur thanks go out to Kevin Rose,
Chairman of the Livery Membership
and Communications sub-Committee,
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who has once again delivered a new set
of attractive Fruiterers’ Christmas Cards.
Proceeds from the sale of these cards will
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be used for the Company’s charitable
activities.

Obituary
Anthony Roland Harris JP
nthony Harris, who died on
Saturday 8th September 2018,
had been a member of the Worshipful
Company of Fruiterers for over 40 years.
Born in 1932, he was related to Sir
Arthur (Bomber) Harris, a connection
of which he was very proud. He
attended Keble College, Oxford and on
graduation become a teacher. While at
Bec Grammar School, he taught David
Davis, who later claimed that Anthony
was the most important influence in his
early life. He finished his career as Head
Master at one of the largest comprehensive schools in Kent.
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Anthony’s main interests outside education were cricket and the
law. He was a member
of the MCC and a great
supporter of Surrey
County Cricket Club,
having as a young man
managed a schoolboy team
touring Australia. He became a Justice
of the Peace and sat as a magistrate in
Central London, often with his friend,
Ni Okija III, King of (the Republic of)
Ghana. Above the stairs of his house in
Kent, he hung a portrait of himself

dressed as Judge
Jeffries.
Anthony remained a
bachelor for his entire
life. Although his often
rather abrupt manner
used to alienate some,
he was an engaging and
entertaining companion and
a loyal friend. He will be greatly missed
by the relatively few who knew him well.
He was admitted to the Livery in 1977
and served as an Honorary Assistant.
Anthony Turnbull
September 2018

Past Master The Right Honourable
Sir Edward Du Cann KBE, PC
SERVICE OF THANKSGIVING
Service of Thanksgiving for the
Life and Work of Sir Edward du
Cann was held on the 13th of
November in St Margaret’s
Church, Westminster Abbey.
Known as Parliament’s
Church and tucked between
Westminster Abbey and
Parliament Square, this
delightful 12th century
church was the perfect
place for us to gather to
remember Sir Edward, who,
above all else, was a man of
parliament.
Fittingly, for such an eminent parliamentarian there were two orations
given by politician friends of Edward:
Sir Graham Brady MP, chairman of the
Conservative Party 1922 Committee,
and Daniel Hannan, MEP and journalist. They spoke movingly and with
great affection of Edward’s life, career,
his many achievements and his determination always to do what was right,
even at personal cost to himself. His
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Attendees at the
Memorial Service
including
parliamentarians
and Fruiterers

Eric Norman
Burleton
e are saddened to have to report
the passing of Eric Norman
Burleton who passed away in October.
A private funeral was held on the 31st
of that month. Our sympathies are
extended.

W
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jovial charm and easy relationships
with everybody shone throughout their
orations. He was a man of great loyalty
and his own words summed this up
‘he who deserves loyalty the most, is
he who gives it to others’.
Lord Fowler, the Lord Speaker, led
the readings and Edward’s son,
James, and his daughter, Louise Read
– ably assisted by two of Edward’s
young granddaughters – followed with
delightfully chosen readings that
followed the theme of sailing, one of
Edward’s great joys in life.
Among the many family, friends
and eminent politicians were seventeen Fruiterers, there to pay our
respects and to say a last farewell to
our old friend. Funeral Services and
Services of Commemoration are often
titled nowadays as a ‘celebration’ of the
life of the deceased. This Service was
that very rare thing, a true celebration.
All of us left with our many happy
memories of Edward well refreshed
Steve Bodger

Discovery in France

Our New
Liverymen
James Simpson
& Anthony
Upward

e received an interesting communication from Past Master Donald Cryan
along with two pictures. While on holiday in France, his son Andrew found
a notice attached to a tower that was entitled Le Fruitier. Unfortunately we
cannot identify the text so if anyone can help the editor would be obliged. The
illustrations show the position on the tower and Andrew with his daughter Nina.

W

New Liverymen & New Freemen
Clothing in the Livery:
Freeman James Stuart
Simpson
l Freeman Anthony
Upward
l

Admission to the
Freedom:
By Redemption:
l Mr Stuart Ross
By Servitude:
Apprentice Anthony
Nicoll Christopher Clark
l Apprentice Adrian Olins
l Apprentice Benjamin
George Olins

The location

The text

l

City of London Briefings

We wish all of our readers a very peaceful
Christmas and a vintage 2019

For any Liveryman who has not attended a City of London Briefing
and is in two minds whether to apply ask a fellow Fruiterer who has
attended. You will always receive a very positive response because
the evening provides an interesting and valuable insight into the
workings of the City. They are aimed particularly at new Freemen and
Liverymen, but wives, husbands and partners are also welcome.
Liverymen and Freemen of longer standing who have not previously
been to a Briefing are also encouraged to attend It is necessary to
attend one of these briefings, held at the Livery Hall, 71 Basinghall
Street, Guildhall, before being clothed in the Livery. The dates of the
2019 briefings are given here:Tuesday 5 February 2019, Wednesday 15 May 2019,
Monday 21 October 2019, Tuesday 19 November 2019
Application should be made at
www.liverycommitteecourses.org.uk
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